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1 Introduction

The effective field theory (EFT) approach based on the symmetry structure provides a

universal framework for the low-energy dynamics [1]. It is very powerful especially when

applied to the dynamics in the symmetry broken phase, whose low-energy dynamics is con-

trolled by the massless Nambu-Goldstone (NG) modes associated with the spontaneously

broken symmetries. Although it has been originally developed in the context of high-energy

particle physics [2–4], its range of applications covers almost all areas of physics from con-

densed matters and particle physics to cosmology. Moreover, recent applications may reach

beyond traditional subjects of physics, e.g., to active matters [5, 6] such as schools of fish

and flocks of birds!
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Among various applications of the EFT approach, one interesting direction recently

explored intensively is the application to real-time nonequilibrium dynamics of open sys-

tems, where the dynamics in interests is affected by the noise and dissipation originated

from environments. The most popular example is dissipative (fluctuating) hydrodynamics,

where the effect of both dissipation and fluctuation take place [7–13]. In dissipative hydro-

dynamics, we only focus on the conserved charge densities and associated hydrodynamic

modes, which means that other all high-energy modes play a role of environments. Fur-

thermore, by incorporating violation of conservation law into the hydrodynamic equations,

we may describe collective behaviors of active matter (See ref. [14] and references therein

for a review). Another typical example is cosmology: in cosmology, we cannot observe de-

grees of freedom outside the cosmological horizon, which play the role of the environments

when discussing the dynamics inside the horizon. Also, in inflationary scenarios based

on high energy theories, inflaton and graviton are generically coupled to massive fields,

which we cannot probe directly [15–18]. Such a hidden sector again plays the role of the

environments. As we can see from these broad examples, the viewpoint of open systems is

universal among various systems in nature. Nevertheless, it is just recent that we start to

focus on the nonequilibrium open systems from the well-established EFT viewpoint.

In this paper we develop the EFT approach to symmetry broken phases of open sys-

tems. In particular, we focus on the time-translational symmetry breaking, having two

concrete applications in mind. One is the synchronization phenomena [19, 20] taking

place in e.g. reaction-diffusion systems, or a kind of time crystal in condensed matter

systems [21–23].1 In these systems, we have a time-periodic physical observable, which

means our continuous time-translational symmetry is broken to a discrete one. The other

is the cosmic inflation [29–31], where the time-dependent inflaton background breaks the

time-translational symmetry and the corresponding NG boson sources the structure in

our universe such as temperature fluctuations of the Cosmic Microwave Background (see,

e.g., [32, 33] for review articles). The same symmetry breaking pattern also appears in

the phenomenological approach to dark energy called the quintessence [34]. For isolated

systems, the EFT approach for such a time-translational symmetry breaking is already

well studied in the context of cosmic inflation [35]. By applying recent developments in the

EFT of dissipative fluids [9, 10], we further incorporate effects of noise and dissipations in

open systems into this EFT framework for time-translational symmetry breaking.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In section 2, we first introduce basic

concepts such as the doubled time-translational symmetry and its breaking attached to

open systems by using a simplest model — the Brownian particle in the presence of the

dissipation and random force. In section 3, we then construct the EFT of open systems

with time-translational symmetry breaking based on the Schwinger-Keldysh formalism

and its symmetry structure. By using the constructed effective Lagrangian, we derive the

dispersion relations of the Nambu-Goldstone mode. In addition to the general consequence,

1Contrary to the original näıve proposal of the time crystal [24], the realization of the quantum time

crystal in the ground state or thermal equilibrium is theoretically rejected [25–27]. Nevertheless, as we

discuss in this paper, if we extend the notion of spontaneous symmetry breaking in the excited or non-

equilibrium state, there is still a possibility to realize it. See also [28].
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we also demonstrate a simple UV model composed of a single scalar field which can be

explicitly analyzed, and show the relation between the low-energy (Wilson) coefficient in our

EFT and parameters in the UV theory. Section 4 is devoted to the summary and outlook.

2 Time-translational symmetry of Brownian motion

First of all, we elaborate on the symmetry structure attached to open systems by analyzing

a simple example; that is, the Brownian particle system. In section 2.1, starting from the

Langevin equation, we introduce the Martin-Siggia-Rose (MSR) path-integral formalism

and the Fokker-Planck formalism. In section 2.2, based on these two formalisms, we show

that there are two kinds of generators (charges) related to two time-translational symme-

tries, and provide our weak criterion for spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB) of time-

translational symmetry in open systems. We also explain how the fluctuation dissipation

relation can be incorporated as a consequence of a discrete symmetry. In section 2.3, we

discuss the origin of the doubled symmetries and the discrete symmetry from the viewpoint

of underlying quantum theory based on the Schwinger-Keldysh formalism. All materials

given in this section serve as a basis for the subsequent section. Readers familiar with the

MSR formalism and the Schwinger-Keldysh formalism can skip most of this section after

checking our weak definition of SSB provided in the end of section 2.2.1.

2.1 Three equivalent formalisms

The simplest intuitive way to describe stochastic systems with the fluctuation-dissipation

(e.g. Brownian particles in a fluid) is to use the Langevin equation. Nevertheless, the

Langevin equation is not so useful to discuss symmetry inherent in the stochastic sys-

tem, and it is more helpful to employ other formulations equivalent to that. Thus, start-

ing from the Langevin equation for the Brownian particle, we introduce two equivalent

formalisms for classical stochastic systems: the Fokker-Planck formalism and the Martin-

Siggia-Rose (MSR) formalism, which, based on the analogy to quantum theory, correspond

to the canonical operator formalism and path-integral formalism, respectively.

2.1.1 Langevin equation

To illustrate the symmetry structure and associated conserved charges in open systems, let

us consider the Brownian motion described by the underdamped Langevin equation:

MẌR(t) = −V ′
(
XR(t)

)
−MγẊR(t) + ξ(t) , (2.1)

where XR(t) denotes the position of the Brownian particle with a mass M , V ′(XR) =
∂V

∂XR
with a potential energy V (XR), γ a damping coefficient, and ξ(t) a random force acting on

the Brownian particle. The random force ξ(t) is given by the Gaussian white noise:

〈ξ(t)〉ξ = 0, 〈ξ(t)ξ(t′)〉ξ = Aδ(t− t′) , (2.2)

where we introduced the noise average 〈O(ξ)〉ξ as

〈O(ξ)〉ξ ≡
∫
DξP[ξ]O(ξ) with P[ξ] ≡ exp

[
− 1

2A

∫
dt ξ2(t)

]
. (2.3)
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When we have the fluctuation-dissipation relation (FDR), it implies that A = 2MγT with

the temperature of a surrounding fluid in thermal equilibrium T . However, considering

more general situations, we leave A a general constant in the following discussion. Since

eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) do not have explicit time dependence, this system enjoys the time-

translational symmetry, in other words, eq. (2.1) is covariant under XR(t) → X ′R(t) =

XR(t + ε) and ξ(t) → ξ′(t) = ξ(t + ε). Then, a natural question arises here: “What

is the corresponding conserved charge associated with this time-translational symmetry?”

Obviously, it is not the energy of the Brownian particle, which does not conserve due to

the existence of the noise and dissipation:

d

dt

[
1

2
MẊ2

R + V
(
XR

)]
= −MγẊ2

R + ẊRξ 6= 0. (2.4)

It is also instructive to demonstrate that this energy of the Brownian particle does not

generate time-translations. To demonstrate this, let us introduce the momentum PR and

rewrite eq. (2.1) as

MẊR = PR, ṖR = −V ′(XR)− γPR + ξ . (2.5)

If we introduce the energy HR of the Brownian particle by

HR =
P 2
R

2M
+ V (XR) , (2.6)

the equations of motion can be rewritten as

ẊR =
∂HR

∂PR
, ṖR = −∂HR

∂XR
− γPR + ξ , (2.7)

so that ṖR 6= {PR, HR}PB. Here {A,B}PB is the Poisson bracket. If there are no noise

and dissipation, we may identify (XR, PR) as a pair of canonical variables and the particle

energy HR as the Hamiltonian which properly generates time-translation of our system.

However, it is not the case in dissipative systems. This is the main obstruction to describing

Brownian motion by a single pair of canonical variables. Also, in this formulation, it is not

yet clear what is the conserved charge associated to the time-translational symmetry.

2.1.2 Martin-Siggia-Rose formalism

To identify the generator for the above time-translational symmetry, it is convenient to

employ other equivalent formalisms: the Martin-Siggia-Rose (MSR) path-integral formal-

ism [36–38] and the Fokker-Planck (operator) formalism. Starting from the Langevin equa-

tion, we first introduce the MSR formalism.

As is the case for the usual path-integral formalism for quantum theory, what we focus

on in the MSR formalism is a set of correlation functions; that is, we are interested in

〈O[XR, PR]〉ξ ≡
∫
DξP[ξ]O[Xξ, Pξ], (2.8)

where {Xξ(tn), Pξ(tn)} denotes a set of solutions of the Langevin equation (2.7), and P[ξ]

is defined in eq. (2.3). If we choose e.g. O[XR, PR] = XR(t1)XR(t2) · · ·XR(tn), this pro-

vides the n-point function of the position of the Brownian particle, which has basic in-

formation on the stochastic processes under consideration. Then, inserting the identity
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1 =

∫
DXRDPRδ(XR−Xξ)δ(PR−Pξ) and replacing {Xξ(tn), Pξ(tn)} with the integration

variable {XR(tn), PR(tn)}, we can calculate eq. (2.8) in the following way:

〈O[XR, PR]〉ξ =

∫
DXRDPRDξδ(XR −Xξ)δ(PR − Pξ)P[ξ]O[XR, PR]

=

∫
DXRDPRJ

〈
δ(EoMXξ)δ(EoMPξ)

〉
ξ
O[XR, PR].

(2.9)

Here we rewrite the delta functional in terms of the equations of motion EoMXξ,Pξ defined

by

EoMXξ ≡ ẊR −
PR
M
, EoMPξ ≡ −ṖR +

[
− V ′(XR)− γPR + ξ

]
, (2.10)

which brings about appearance of the Jacobian J ≡ det

∣∣∣∣
δ(EoMXξ)

δXR

∣∣∣∣ det

∣∣∣∣
δ(EoMPξ)

δPR

∣∣∣∣. In

general, this Jacobian may play an important role when we perform e.g. loop calculations.

However, since each equation of motion does not contain terms nonlinear in XR and PR, re-

spectively, we don’t have to consider the Jacobian part. By using the Fourier representation

of the delta functional,

δ(EoMXξ) ∝
∫
DPA exp

[
i

∫
dtPA

(
EoMXξ

)]
, (2.11)

δ(EoMPξ) ∝
∫
DXA exp

[
i

∫
dtXA

(
EoMPξ

)]
, (2.12)

we can perform the Gaussian noise integral, which results in

〈O[XR, PR]〉ξ = N
∫
DXRDXADPRDPAJ exp (iSMSR[XR, XA, PR, PA])O[XR, PR]

(2.13)

with an overall constant N , where we introduced the phase-space MSR effective action,

iSMSR[XR, XA, PR, PA] =

∫
dt

[
iPA

(
ẊR −

PR
M

)
− iXA

(
ṖR + V ′(XR) + γPR

)
− A

2
X2
A

]
.

(2.14)

Furthermore, integrating out momenta PR and PA, one finds the configuration-space MSR

effective action for the Brownian particle:

iSMSR[XR, XA] =

∫
dt

[
− iXA

(
MẌR +MγẊR + V ′(XR)

)
− A

2
X2
A

]
. (2.15)

Thus, our classical stochastic system — the Brownian motion — is written in terms of the

path integral over the original variable XR(t) and the auxiliary variable XA(t) known as

the response field or the advanced variable. Since we now have the time-translationally

invariant action, it is straightforward to discuss the symmetry property associated with the

time-translational symmetry. But before moving to the discussion on symmetry, we intro-

duce another useful formalism — the Fokker-Planck formalism — in the next subsection.
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2.1.3 Fokker-Planck formalism

We next move on to the corresponding operator formalism called the Fokker-Planck for-

malism to discuss the symmetry property. In this formalism, the probability distribution

function P[XR, PR; t] defined by the following equation plays a central role:

P[XR, PR; t] ≡
〈
δ
(
XR −Xξ(t)

)
δ
(
PR − Pξ(t)

)〉
ξ
, (2.16)

where the stochastic variables {Xξ(t), Pξ(t)} obey the Langevin equation (2.7). Then, care-

fully calculating the time derivative of this probability distribution by using the Langevin

equation, we obtain the following Fokker-Planck equation:2

∂P
∂t

=

[
−PR
M

∂

∂XR
+

∂

∂PR

(
∂V

∂XR
+ γPR

)
+

∂2

∂P 2
R

A

2

]
P. (2.17)

In order to clarify the analogy to the operator formalism of quantum theory, we define the

following set of operators

X̂R ≡ XR, P̂A ≡
1

i

∂

∂XR
and P̂R ≡ PR, X̂A ≡ i

∂

∂PR
, (2.18)

where the former and latter two operators form a set of conjugate variables and thus satisfy

[X̂R, P̂A] = [X̂A, P̂R] = i, (others) = 0 . (2.19)

In the same way as quantum theory, square brackets denote the commutation relation:

[Â, B̂] ≡ ÂB̂ − B̂Â. With the help of these operators, we can rewrite the Fokker-Planck

equation (2.17) in the Schrödinger-like equation:

∂tP[XR, PR; t] = −ĤAP[XR, PR; t] , (2.20)

where we introduced the Fokker-Planck Hamiltonian ĤA as3

ĤA =
i

M
P̂RP̂A + iX̂AV

′(X̂R) + iγX̂AP̂R +
A

2
X̂2
A. (2.21)

Here we neglect PR dependence of the noise amplitude A and the damping coefficient

γ. Since we have the Schrödinger-like equation for the probability distribution function,

we can think of the Fokker-Planck Hamiltonian as the generator of the time-translation.

In fact, we can employ the Heisenberg-like picture to describe the time evolution of an

arbitrary operator Ô(t) as (See e.g. ref. [39])

∂tÔ(t) = [ĤA, Ô(t)] with Ô(t) = eĤAtÔe−ĤAt. (2.22)

2To be precise, this is not the equation known as the Fokker-Planck equation but known as the Kramers

equation since we are considering the underdamped Langevin equation.
3Alternatively, we can directly derive this Fokker-Planck Hamiltonian from the MSR formalism by using

the Legendre transformation.
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Let us confirm that the Fokker-Planck Hamiltonian properly acts on our physical operators

{X̂R,A, P̂R,A} as the generator of time-translation:

∂tX̂R = [ĤA, X̂R] =
P̂R
M

, (2.23)

∂tP̂R = [ĤA, P̂R] = −V ′(X̂R)− γP̂R + iAX̂A , (2.24)

∂tX̂A = [ĤA, X̂A] =
P̂A
M

+ γX̂A , (2.25)

∂tP̂A = [ĤA, P̂A] = −X̂AV
′′(X̂R) , (2.26)

which reproduce the expected equations of motion following from the MSR action (2.14).

2.2 Symmetry associated with the Brownian motion

With the help of the MSR and Fokker-Planck formalisms introduced in the previous sub-

section, we demonstrate symmetries and generators attached to the Brownian motion: one

is explicitly broken when there are fluctuation and dissipation, and the other gives an an-

swer to our question raised in section 2.1.1. After presenting our weak definition of SSB of

time-translational symmetry for open systems, we also discuss another discrete symmetry

which contains information on the fluctuation-dissipation relation.

2.2.1 Time-translational symmetries

Let us look at the symmetry structure of the Brownian particle system from the Fokker-

Planck and MSR viewpoint. First of all, as is already mentioned, the MSR effective ac-

tion (2.15) does not have explicit time dependence, hence it is invariant under the following

time-translation labelled by εR:
{
XR(t)→ X ′R(t) = XR(t+ εR),

XA(t)→ X ′A(t) = XA(t+ εR).
(2.27)

This invariance provides us a conserved charge given by

HA = iMẊRẊA + iXAV
′(XR) +

A

2
X2
A, (2.28)

which is nothing but the Fokker-Planck Hamiltonian expressed in the configuration space.

Recalling eq. (2.22), we can easily understand this in the Fokker-Planck formalism since

the time evolution of operators is generated by ĤA, and thus ĤA is trivially conserved:

d

dt
ĤA = [ĤA, ĤA] = 0. (2.29)

Hence, the Fokker-Planck Hamiltonian ĤA is the conserved charge, or the generator in

other words, of time-translation which we have been looking for.

Then, what about our original Hamiltonian HR? By the use of eqs. (2.23) to (2.26) in

the Fokker-Planck formalism, we can clarify properties of the original Hamiltonian for the

Brownian motion:

ĤR =
P̂ 2
R

2M
+ V (X̂R) . (2.30)

– 7 –
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As we mentioned, it does not conserve due to the existence of the fluctuation and dissipa-

tion. In fact, the Fokker-Planck Hamiltonian enables us to find

d

dt
ĤR = [ĤA, ĤR] = − γ

M
P̂ 2
R + i

A

2M

(
X̂AP̂R + P̂RX̂A

)
, (2.31)

which vanishes only if there are no noise and dissipation, i.e., γ = A = 0. Defining an

infinitesimal transformation generated by ĤR as δεAÔ ≡ iεA[ĤR, Ô], we also obtain

δεAX̂R = iεA[ĤR, X̂R] = 0 , (2.32)

δεAP̂R = iεA[ĤR, P̂R] = 0 , (2.33)

δεAX̂A = iεA[ĤR, X̂A] = εA
P̂R
M

= εA∂tX̂R , (2.34)

δεAP̂A = iεA[ĤR, P̂A] = −εAV ′(X̂R) . (2.35)

Here note that the X̂A variable is mapped to the time derivative of X̂R in particular. From

the MSR point of view, this is reflected to the fact that the MSR effective action (2.15) is

not invariant under the infinitesimal transformation labelled by εA:

{
XR(t)→ X ′R(t) = XR(t),

XA(t)→ X ′A(t) = XA(t) + εAẊR.
(2.36)

Since we have performed the integration over PR and PA to get the action in the configu-

ration space, we only have the transformation with respect to XR and XA. The variation

δεASMSR ≡ SMSR[X ′R, X
′
A]− SMSR[XR, XA] under eq. (2.36) then reads

δεAiSMSR = −εA
∫
dt
[
iMẊRẌR + iẊRV

′(XR) + iMγẊ2
R +AXAẊR

]
+O

(
ε2A
)

= −iεA
∫
dt
dHR

dt
− εA

∫
dt
[
iMγẊ2

R +AXAẊR

]
+O

(
ε2A
)
.

(2.37)

Although the first term is the total derivative of the Hamiltonian which respects symmetry

under (2.36), the second term does not vanish in the presence of fluctuation and dissipation.

We can summarize the above result as follows. When we consider open systems like

the Brownian particle system, we have two time-translational symmetries which we call the

HR-symmetry and the HA-symmetry: the former is explicitly broken and the latter is not.

The conserved charges, or generators associated with them, are the original Hamiltonian

and the Fokker-Planck Hamiltonian, respectively. This doubled symmetry structure is

naturally understood from underlying quantum theory with the help of the Schwinger-

Keldysh formalism. We will see this in section 2.3.

In the end of this subsection, let us discuss spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB)

of the doubled time-translational symmetry. As we elaborated, one symmetry (HR sym-

metry) is explicitly broken since the system Hamiltonian is no longer conserved due to

the nonvanishing fluctuation and dissipation, and thus, we focus on the other symmetry

(HA-symmetry) generated by the Fokker-Planck Hamiltonian ĤA. This symmetry struc-

ture is a striking feature of the open systems where we can break the conservation law in

– 8 –
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the presence of the environment.4 It is worthwhile to point out that when the fluctuation

and dissipation in our open systems are small, the HR-symmetry can be thought of as an

approximate symmetry, and we may construct the effective field theory for such weakly

open systems with the help of the spurion field. In this paper, we only focus on the strongly

open system which explicitly breaks the energy conservation (HR-symmetry), and consider

spontaneously broken symmetry of the HA-symmetry in the following sense.

Recalling the Schrödinger-like equation (2.20), we put a weak criterion5 for SSB by

operating the Noether charge Q̂ — the Fokker-Planck Hamiltonian ĤA in our situation —

on the probability distribution P: if Q̂P = 0, our system remains symmetric while Q̂P 6= 0

implies that SSB takes place. For a stationary distribution Peq, we have

ĤAPeq = 0. (2.38)

This implies that a stationary distribution is literally time-translationally invariant, and

hence, if the minimum eigenvalue of ĤA is zero, our system falls into the time-translationally

symmetric phase after a while. On the other hand, for a general time dependent probability

distribution P, one finds

ĤAP 6= 0. (2.39)

Then, from our (weak) criterion, we can interpret the time-dependent probability distri-

bution as a symmetry broken phase. Regardless of our weak definition of SSB, eq. (2.39)

plays an essential role since it provides a starting point to construct the EFT for time-

translational symmetry breaking in open systems; eq. (2.39) together with e.g. a slow-roll

approximation says that low-energy dynamics of non-stationary systems can be described

by effective field theory of the Nambu-Goldstone field,6 which represents a perturbation

around the time-dependent background.

2.2.2 Dynamical KMS symmetry

In this subsection, we comment on a way to implement the fluctuation-dissipation relation

(FDR) to the configuration-space MSR effective action by the use of the discrete symmetry.

As we mentioned just after eq. (2.3), the FDR A = 2MγT would hold for the systems that

obey a detailed balance condition. Furthermore, if our system initially (at t = −∞) stays in

4Nevertheless, we note that there is a situation where we do have conservation laws even though we

have the fluctuation and dissipation. One such example is the EFT for dissipative hydrodynamics (See

e.g. refs. [9, 10] for a detailed discussion). Although we have the conservation law in this kind of the

closed dissipative systems, the corresponding symmetry is broken due to the close-time-path nature of the

Schwinger-Keldysh formalism. As a consequence, that symmetry (e.g. HR-symmetry) is nonlinearly realized

and the low-energy effective theory is described by a kind of the NG mode.
5Here we call this criterion weak to distinguish a usual (strong) definition of SSB for the vacuum or ground

state of systems. In the usual situation, we act the Noether charge, or more precisely, the commutation

relation between the Noether charge and order parameter field to the vacuum state to judge whether SSB

occurs or not. Since we do not consider the vacuum state here, we call our criterion as weak.
6Strictly speaking, it might be not appropriate to call it the Nambu-Goldstone field, because we are

employing the weak criterion for SSB. However, this field transforms nonlinearly under the spontaneously

broken symmetry, hence it follows the same property as the ordinary Nambu-Goldstone field from the

representation theory perspective. We therefore call it the Nambu-Goldstone field in this paper.
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a thermal equilibrium state, we take average over the equilibrium probability distribution

Peq ∝ e−βHR(t=−∞) with an inverse temperature β = 1/T . Then, the total MSR effective

action leads to

iSMSR[XR, XA]− βHR(t = −∞)

=

∫ ∞

−∞
dt
[
− iXA

(
MẌR +MγẊR + V ′(XR)

)
−MγTX2

A

]
− βHR(t = −∞), (2.40)

where we explicitly wrote the integral region. In this case, there is a nontrivial relation

between the low-energy (Wilson) coefficients from the EFT viewpoint. As a consequence

of this, we have an additional discrete symmetry known as the dynamical KMS (Kubo-

Martin-Schwinger) symmetry [10, 40–42] generated by

{
XR(t)→ X ′R(t) = XR(−t),
XA(t)→ X ′A(t) = XA(−t) + iβ∂−tXR(−t).

(2.41)

Here, instead of ẊR we use ∂−t to avoid confusion. Note that we can think of the dynam-

ical KMS transformation as the sequence of the HR transformation with εA = −iβ and

time-reversal transformation. This point of view is useful to consider the dynamical KMS

transformation for the NG fields in the next section. We note that if we again act the dy-

namical KMS transformation, it becomes identity transformation, and thus, the dynamical

KMS symmetry is Z2 symmetry. We can directly show invariance of the MSR action (2.40)

under this transformation as follows:

iSMSR[X ′R, X
′
A]− βHR

(
X ′R(t = −∞)

)

=

∫ ∞

−∞
dt
[
− i
(
XA(−t) + iβ∂−tXR(−t)

)(
M∂2

tXR(−t) +Mγ∂tXR(−t) + V ′(XR(−t))
)

−MγT
(
XA(−t) + iβ∂−tXR(−t)

)2]− βHR

(
XR(t =∞)

)
(2.42)

=

∫ ∞

−∞
dt
[
− iXA

(
M∂2

tXR +Mγ∂tXR + V ′(XR)
)
−MγTX2

A + β∂tHR

]
− βHR(t =∞)

= iSMSR[XR, XA]− βHR(t = −∞).

This additional discrete symmetry emerges once we assume the FDR. In other words, if

we demand the dynamical KMS symmetry, it brings about the nontrivial relation between

some low-energy coefficients of terms in the effective action, which may be a manifestation

of the generalized fluctuation-dissipation theorem.

2.3 Microscopic origin of symmetries

From the microscopic point of view, the fluctuation and dissipation in the Brownian motion

originate from collisions with molecules of the surrounding fluid. The Langevin equation

can then be thought of as an effective equation of motion for the Brownian particle taking

into account such a coupling with an environment. More generally, the fluctuation and dis-

sipation in dissipative systems arise as a consequence of coarse-graining of the microscopic

dynamics. The Schwinger-Keldysh formalism provides a nice framework to capture such an
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Figure 1. The closed-time-path on which the generating functional is defined. When we assume

that the initial density operator ρ̂0 is given by a thermal density operator: ρ̂0 ∝ e−βĤ , we have

another path to the negative imaginary time (See appendix A).

origin of fluctuation and dissipation from underlying quantum theory. We here elaborate

on the microscopic origin of the two (broken and unbroken) symmetries mentioned in the

previous subsections based on the Schwinger-Keldysh formalism.

Suppose that we know the microscopic theory behind the Brownian motion and have a

Hamiltonian description of the full quantum system including both the Brownian particle

and the surrounding light particles — components of a fluid the fluctuation and dissipa-

tion originating from. For the full description of this system, the closed-time-path (CTP)

generating functional with an initial density operator ρ̂0 is defined by

Z[J1, J2] = Tr
[
ρ̂0 Û

†
J2

(∞,−∞)ÛJ1(∞,−∞)
]
, (2.43)

where unitary operators ÛJa(t2, t1) denote time evolution operators from t1 to t2 in presence

of the external source Ja(t) (a = 1, 2). Note that ÛJ=0 is generated by the Hamiltonian

of the total system, and ÛJ is also unitary even in the presence of external fields as long

as the source term is Hermitian. Here, introducing two types of sources Ja (a = 1, 2)

enables us to calculate all types of correlation functions — retarded, advanced, and sym-

metric Green functions — necessary to describe real-time dynamics. Otherwise, the CTP

generating functional becomes trivial due to the unitarity of the time evolution operator:

ÛJ(t2, t1)U †J(t2, t1) = 1. The corresponding path-integral formula is given by

Z[J1, J2] =

∫
DX1DX2Dσ1Dσ2 exp

[
iSmicro[X1, σ1; J1]− iSmicro[X2, σ2; J2]

]
ρ0(X,σ) ,

(2.44)

where Smicro[X,σ; J ] is the microscopic action for the position of the Brownian particle X

and other microscopic degrees of freedom for the environment collectively denoted by σ

with the external source J . Here ρ0(X,σ) denotes an initial ensemble determined by ρ̂0.

Note that the mixing between the variables with different indices (a = 1, 2) is suppressed

by an infinitesimal parameter ε of the iε prescription (See the discussion in appendix A).

For later convenience, let us only turn on the external source for the Brownian particle

X and turn off that for the environment σ. Just as we introduced a pair of sources Ja,

the dynamical variables X and σ are doubled, so that we have Xa and σa (a = 1, 2). As

depicted in figure 1, the a = 1 (a = 2) variables are responsible for the time-evolution from

the past (future) to the future (past).

– 11 –
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2

✏1 = ✏2 = ✏R

✏1 =
✏A
2

✏2 = �✏A
2

Figure 2. εR and εA transformations on the closed time path. εR translates the a = 1, 2 variables

in the same direction while εA does in the opposite directions. Lagrangians without explicit t

dependence is invariant under εR translations only. As depicted in the right panel, equal-time 1-2

couplings are not equal-time anymore after the εA-transformation.

When the microscopic action Smicro enjoys time-translational symmetry, the exponent

in eq. (2.44) is invariant under doubled time-translations labeled by εa (a = 1, 2),7

X1(t)→ X ′1(t) = X1(t+ ε1) , X2(t)→ X ′2(t) = X2(t+ ε2) (2.45)

with a similar transformation rule for σa and Ja, because the a = 1 variables and a = 2

variables are separated. As we elaborate below, combinations of these two symmetries

turn out to be the two symmetries associated to ĤR and ĤA mentioned in the previous

subsection. We then discuss how such a symmetry structure changes after integrating out

the environment σ. The crucial point here is that σ1 and σ2 has a nontrivial correlation

related to on-shell particle creations. As a result, the effective action after integrating out

σa cannot be separated into the a = 1 and a = 2 parts if the Brownian particle Xa is

coupled to the environment:

Z[J1, J2] =

∫
DX1DX2 exp

[
iSeff [X1, X2; J1, J2]

]
. (2.46)

Let us see a famous concrete example and explicitly obtain Seff [X1, X2] for the Brow-

nian particle. We consider a one dimensional Brownian point particle X(t) that couples to

the light harmonic oscillator σ(t) = {x1(t), · · · , xN (t)}, whose total action is given by

Stotal[X, {xn}] =

∫
dt
[
Lsys + Lenv + Lint

]
. (2.47)

7Although the microscopic action Smicro enjoys the doubled symmetry, it is worth emphasizing that

the symmetry attached to the transformation ε1 6= ε2 is explicitly broken only at the boundary of time

evolution, where we need to take into account the boundary condition matching to the initial density

operator. This causes the O(ε) mixing between the 1 and 2 variables mentioned earlier, where ε without

subscripts a = 1, 2 is an infinitesimal parameter for the iε prescription, which specify, e.g., the on-shell

property of the propagators.
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Here Lsys, Lenv, and Lint respectively denote Lagrangians for the Brownian particle, envi-

ronment harmonic oscillators and their interactions:

Lsys =
M

2
Ẋ2 − V (X), Lenv =

N∑

n=1

[
mn

2
ẋ2
n −

1

2
mnω

2
nx

2
n

]
, Lint =

N∑

n=1

gnxnX, (2.48)

with the mass mn and the frequency ωn of the n-th environment harmonic oscillator. For

simplicity, we introduced linear couplings between X and xn with the coupling constants

gn. We employ the so-called Ohmic bath [43] as the environment, which accommodates

a continuous spectrum, hence N is very large (see appendix A for details). We also as-

sume thermal equilibrium at initial time (t = −∞). In appendix A, starting from this

Lagrangian, we derive the following effective action for the heavy particle

iSeff [X1, X2] = i

∫
dt

[
−M

2
XiD

−1
ij Xj − V (X1) + V (X2)

]
, (2.49)

where we defined

D−1
ij =




∂2
t −

iA

M
γ∂t +

iA

M

−γ∂t +
iA

M
−∂2

t −
iA

M


 with A = 2Mγ/β. (2.50)

Here γ (> 0) is a parameter characterizing the frequency distribution of the harmonic

oscillators in the Ohmic bath. Note that the FDR A = 2Mγ/β is satisfied because we

assumed thermal equilibrium. As we expected, we have mixing terms after integrating out

the environment xn, and thus, a = 1, 2 variables couple with each other. Because of this

mixing term, the effective action is not invariant under the choice of ε1 6= ε2 anymore. The

symmetry of the effective action is then the time-translational symmetry with a restricted

parameter (See the left picture in figure 2)

ε1 = ε2 = εR , (2.51)

where we labeled the same parameter as εR. For later use, we also label the (explicitly)

broken symmetry by εA as (See the right picture in figure 2)

ε1 = −ε2 =
εA
2
. (2.52)

In this way, the two time-translational symmetries of the microscopic action is broken into

the diagonal one ε1 = ε2 in the presence of the fluctuation and dissipation. This is precisely

what we encountered in the previous subsection.

To see the relation to the argument in the previous subsection more explicitly, it is

convenient to introduce the following new basis:

XR =
X1 +X2

2
, XA = X1 −X2 . (2.53)

Under the transformation (2.51) parameterized by εR, they transform as
{
XR(t)→ X ′R(t) = XR(t+ εR) ,

XA(t)→ X ′A(t) = XA(t+ εR) ,
(2.54)
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which is nothing but the HA transformation (2.27) generated by the Fokker-Planck Hamil-

tonian, under the identification of XR and XA with those in the MSR formalism. On the

other hand, the explicitly broken one (2.52), parameterized by εA, takes the form,





XR(t)→ X ′R(t) = XR(t) +
1

4
εAẊA(t) +O(ε2A) ,

XA(t)→ X ′A(t) = XA(t) + εAẊR +O(ε2A) .

(2.55)

Here it is convenient to assign ~-dependence such that XR = O(~0) and XA = O(~). Then,

in the semiclassical limit (~→ 0), the above is reduced to the following form,

{
XR(t)→ X ′R(t) = XR(t) +O(ε2A) ,

XA(t)→ X ′A(t) = XA(t) + εAẊR +O(ε2A) ,
(2.56)

the leading-order of which is nothing but the HR transformation (2.36) generated by the

original Hamiltonian of the Brownian particle. This implies that the MSR effective action

can be obtained as the semiclassical limit of the Schwinger-Keldysh action.

To summarize, the microscopic (UV) action in the Schwinger-Keldysh formalism enjoys

doubled time-translational symmetries labeled by εR and εA, just like all the fields are

doubled because of the closed-time-path nature. Nevertheless, the effective (IR) action

after integrating out the environment accommodates mixings between a = 1, 2 variables,

which are interpreted as stochastic and dissipative effects. Such mixings explicitly break the

doubled symmetries into the diagonal one labeled by εR, which is nothing but the HA time-

translational transformations generated by the Fokker-Planck Hamiltonian.8 On the other

hand, the explicitly broken symmetry labeled by εA is identified with the HR transformation

generated by the Hamiltonian of the Brownian particle in the semiclassical limit (~→ 0).

Then, we are now able to discuss the potential to describe the non-stationary probability

distribution in a view of effective field theory based on the spontaneous symmetry breaking

of the HA-symmetry, which is the main content discussed in the next section.

3 Constructing EFT based on Schwinger-Keldysh formalism

So far we have elucidated the symmetry structure for the one dimensional Brownian parti-

cle, and shown that it can be naturally understood from the Schwinger-Keldysh viewpoint

as summarized in table 1. In this section, promoted by the previous discussion — in partic-

ular, our weak criterion of SSB labelled by εR — we regard the non-equilibrium situations

with a time-dependent condensate as a broken phase of time-translational symmetry. In

section 3.1, we first review the effective Lagrangian for time-translational symmetry break-

ing in the in-out formalism and the basic recipe for EFT based on the Schwinger-Keldysh

(in-in) formalism. In section 3.2, we construct the general effective Lagrangian for Nambu-

Goldstone fields based on the symmetry structure. We derive the dispersion relation for the

8Note that the origin of the HR symmetry breaking is in the O(ε) mixing in the UV Lagrangian or

in other words the initial density operator mentioned in footnote 7: the creation of on-shell environment

particles brings about the O(ε0) mixing in the effective Lagrangian and thus breaks the HR symmetry.
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HA-symmetry HR-symmetry

Open system (stationary) Unbroken Explicitly broken

Open system (non-stationary) Spontaneously broken Explicitly broken

Table 1. Symmetry structure in open systems: because of the doubled symmetry in the Schwinger-

Keldysh formalism, we need to discuss the HA and HR symmetries separately. In open systems, the

HR symmetry is explicitly broken, whereas the HA symmetry is unbroken/spontaneously broken

in the stationary/non-stationary backgrounds. It is in a sharp contrast to the closed system at the

zero temperature, where the dynamics is described by the Hamiltonian of the total system.

NG bosons and also consider the restriction for EFT from the dynamical KMS symmetry.

Furthermore, in section 3.3, we consider the simple UV model composed of a single scalar

field with noises and dissipations and perform the tree-level analysis. This model analysis

illustrate how low-energy coefficients in the constructed EFT are related to information

on UV theory. Throughout this section, we assume that our system is originally Lorentz

invariant before symmetry breaking, unless otherwise stated.

3.1 Preliminaries

In section 3.1.1, we first summarize a basic construction of the effective field theory for

time-translational symmetry breaking, which has been developed in the context of cosmic

inflation [35]. We then present a way to extend the EFT to open systems in non-equilibrium

situations based on the Schwinger-Keldysh formalism.

3.1.1 Effective Lagrangian in the in-out formalism

Let us begin with a brief review on the in-out effective Lagrangian for time-translational

symmetry breaking. Considering any UV theory with a time-translationally invariant

action Smicro, we suppose that a certain scalar condensate 〈φ(t,x)〉 has a nontrivial time-

dependence:

〈φ(t,x)〉 = φ̄(t) with ˙̄φ 6= 0 . (3.1)

In this situation, our system clearly breaks time-translational symmetry, and thus, the NG

mode π(x) can be embedded into this time-dependent condensate as

φ(t,x) = φ̄
(
t+ π(t,x)

)
(3.2)

with the following transformation rule under translations:

π(t,x)→ π′(t,x) = π(t+ ε0,x + ε) + ε0 . (3.3)

In addition, under the Lorentz transformation, the NG mode π(x) transforms as

π(t,x)→ π′(t,x) = π
(
Λ0

µx
µ,Λiµx

µ
)

+ Λ0
µx

µ − t , (3.4)

where we introduced Λµν ∈ SO(1, 3). Note that, as is usual for the NG mode, π(x)

nonlinearly transforms under time-translations and boosts, which are broken by the time-
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dependent condensate (3.1).9 Even though we considered a single scalar condensate as an

illustrative example, the above transformation rule is applicable in general.

As the embedding (3.2) suggests, the general effective action is constructed from [35]

t+ π(x) and its derivatives. (3.5)

Indeed, we can explicitly show that these ingredients are invariant under the transforma-

tions (3.3)–(3.4) upon an appropriate coordinate transformation. For the construction of

effective Lagrangian, it is convenient to introduce

Pµ = ∂µ(t+ π) = δ0
µ + ∂µπ , (3.6)

which is used as a basic building block. In particular, its Lorentz invariant square is then

PµP
µ = −1− 2π̇ + (∂µπ)2 . (3.7)

At the leading order in derivative expansion,10 the general effective action is given by [35]

Sin-out = −1

2

∫
d4x


α0(t+ π) + α1(t+ π)PµP

µ +
∑

n≥2

αn(t+ π)(PµP
µ + 1)n


 , (3.8)

where αn’s are arbitrary functions of t+ π. In contrast to the internal symmetry breaking

case, the NG boson π does not enjoy the shift symmetry in general. As a result, the above

action contains terms linear in π:

Sin-out = −1

2

∫
d4x

[
α0(t)− α1(t) +

(
α′0(t)− α′1(t)

)
π − 2α1(t)π̇ +O(π2)

]
. (3.9)

To remove such a tadpole term, we use the background equation of motion to require

α′0 = −α′1. The action can then be reformulated as

Sin-out = −1

2

∫
d4x


α1(t+ π)(∂µπ)2 +

∑

n≥2

αn(t+ π)
(
−2π̇ + (∂µπ)2

)n

 , (3.10)

where we chose the integration constant of the equation α′0 = −α′1 such that α0 = −α1.

This is the general in-out effective action of the NG boson for the broken time-translation.

Here it is worth emphasizing that the EFT coefficients αn’s in eq. (3.10) are generally

time-dependent in contrast to the internal symmetry breaking case. The EFT is therefore

less predictive at this stage because of the functional degrees of freedom. Also, the energy

is not well-defined because there is no time-translational invariance anymore. In order to

make the energy well-defined and provide the universal predictive power to the EFT, it is

convenient to impose another symmetry assumption. One typical example is to neglect the

9As is known as the inverse Higgs effect [44] (See also, e.g., [45–48] for recent discussion), the number of

massless NG bosons does not necessarily coincide with that of broken spacetime symmetries. As a result,

the broken boost symmetry can be nonlinearly realized without introducing NG bosons for boosts.
10We dropped higher derivative terms containing π with two or more derivatives.
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time-dependence of the order parameter.11 In analogy with the cosmic inflation,12 we call

this parameter regime the slow-roll regime.

In the slow-roll regime, we may neglect the time-dependence of αn’s, and the effective

action for the NG mode is simplified into the following form:

Sin-out = −1

2

∫
d4x


α1(∂µπ)2 +

∑

n≥2

αn
(
−2π̇ + (∂µπ)2

)n

 , (3.11)

where αn’s are now constant parameters. In particular, α1 is typically attached to the order

parameter ˙̄φ of time translational symmetry breaking as α1 ∼ ˙̄φ2, hence it characterizes

the symmetry breaking scale [35]. Note that the first term is just a canonical kinetic term

multiplied by an overall factor α1, so that the NG mode enjoys a relativistic dispersion

relation and has no self-interactions unless the higher-order terms αn are turned on. In

general, the NG mode has a linear dispersion with a non-unity propagating speed as

ω2 = c2
sk

2 with c2
s ≡

α1

α1 − 4α2
. (3.12)

We will see how this linear dispersion relation is modified when we take into account open

system effects such as fluctuation and dissipation.

Before closing this subsection, we comment on a transformation property of the NG

mode in the slow-roll regime. As we can see from eq. (3.11), the NG boson enjoys a shift

symmetry in the slow-roll regime. This can be also rephrased as that the slow-roll regime

is realized by assigning a linear transformation rule for π(x) under the translations

π(t,x)→ π′(t,x) = π(t+ ε0,x + ε) , (3.13)

instead of the nonlinear one (3.3). Since the linear transformation rule (3.13) is the same

as the one for ordinary matter scalars, one may wonder that we can also add πn to the

effective Lagrangian. Nevertheless, it is indeed not true. This is because we still assign the

nonlinear boost transformation rule (3.4).13 As a result, the NG mode has to be always

accompanied by derivatives, and then ingredients of the effective action turn out to be

derivatives of t + π(x). In other words, ∂µπ is not covariant under the nonlinear boost

transformation. At the leading order in derivative expansion, the effective action is thus

given by (3.11).

3.1.2 Recipe for Schwinger-Keldysh-based EFT

As is already introduced in section 2.3, the most important quantity in the Schwinger-

Keldysh formalism is the closed-time-path generating functional (CTPGF) Z[J1, J2]. While

11Another interesting situation is when the order parameter is periodic in time like the synchronization

phenomena or the time crystal. In such a case, energy is well defined in the long time range. The NG field

will accommodates a band structure, just as the periodic modulation along spatial direction [49]. We will

revisit this issue elsewhere.
12During the slow-roll inflation, the velocity of the inflaton background ˙̄φ is nearly constant. As a result,

there exists an approximate de Sitter time-translational symmetry.
13The NG mode in the relativistic superfluid also enjoys the transformation rule, (3.13) and (3.4), so that

its effective action is given by eq. (3.11) in the relativistic setup.
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the CTPGF contains all information on real-time dynamics of our theory, we are only in-

terested in the low-energy dynamics associated with time-translational symmetry breaking.

Therefore, integrating out all UV degrees of freedom except for the doubled NG-like mode

πa(x) (a = 1, 2), we would like to construct the EFT for them as follows:

Z[J1, J2] = Tr
[
ρ̂0 Û

†
J2

(∞,−∞)ÛJ1(∞,−∞)
]

=

∫
Dϕ1Dϕ2Dσ1Dσ2 exp

[
iSmicro[ϕ1, σ1; J1]− iSmicro[ϕ2, σ2; J2]

]
ρ0(ϕ, σ)

=

∫
Dπ1Dπ2 exp

[
iSeff [π1, π2; J1, J2]

]
. (3.14)

Here ϕ denotes a dynamical degree of freedom in the UV theory, σ a possible environment, J

an external source, and ρ0 an initial density operator. We have ÛJ1 and Û †J2
so that a num-

ber of fields is all doubled. The effective action for the doubled NG modes Seff [π1, π2; J1, J2]

can capture universal low-energy dynamics of systems with time-translational symmetry

breaking in the similar way as the in-out formalism presented in the previous subsection.

However, we have to pay attention to a more complicated structure due to the doubling

nature of the Schwinger-Keldysh formalism.

Such a construction has been recently clarified in order to provide the EFT for dissi-

pative relativistic hydrodynamics [9, 10]. We briefly summarize basis of their formulation.

The vital point is that we construct the effective action Seff [π1, π2; J1, J2] respecting the

following basic properties which the CTPGF satisfies (See refs. [9, 10] for derivation and

discussion of these conditions in detail):

1. Unitarity condition: with a normalized initial density operator Tr ρ̂0 = 1, the

CTPGF (3.14) satisfies

Z[J1 = J, J2 = J ] = 1, (3.15)

from the unitarity of time evolution operator: Û †J ÛJ = 1 .

2. Conjugate condition: the self-adjointness of the initial density operator ρ̂0 (ρ̂†0 =

ρ̂0) leads to

Z∗[J1, J2] = Z[J2, J1]. (3.16)

3. KMS condition (optional): when our initial density operator is thermal one ρ̂0 =

e−βĤ/Z, the following optional symmetry emerges:

Z[J1, J2] = Z[J ′1, J
′
2] with

{
J ′1(t) = εTJJ1(−t+ iβ/2),

J ′2(t) = εTJJ2(−t− iβ/2),
(3.17)

where εTJ denotes an eigenvalue of the operator coupled to J under time-reversal

(and simultaneous transformation of parity, if necessary).

Note that while the first two conditions are quite general, the final one need a strong

assumption on the initial density operator ρ0, and thus, we treat it as optional.
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Then, the problem is how we constrain the structure of the EFT based on these

properties. In order to safely satisfy the above conditions, we put some assumptions on the

effective action Seff [π1, π2; J1, J2]. For simplicity, we will drop the external source from now

on, but we can easily include them. The unitarity condition and the conjugate condition

can then be implemented into Seff [π1, π2] by imposing

Seff [π, π] = 0, (3.18)

Seff [π1, π2] = −S[π2, π1]∗, (3.19)

where S[π1, π2]∗ denote a complex conjugate of S[π1, π2]. The second relation (3.19) says

that we generally have the imaginary part for the effective action. This is a basic feature

of open systems since the dynamics after integrating out environment (UV) degrees of

freedom contains fluctuation and dissipation in general. Then, recalling that we have eiSeff

for the weight of path integral, we may have divergent CTPGF if ImSeff < 0. To avoid

such crisis, we also impose the positivity of the imaginary-part of the effective action:14

ImSeff [π1, π2] ≥ 0. (3.20)

It is also convenient to introduce RA basis defined by

πR =
π1 + π2

2
, πA = π1 − π2 , (3.21)

since there naturally appear the retarded/advanced Green function GR/A and the symmet-

ric Green function GK in the following way:

iSeff [πR, πA] = −1

2

∫
d4x

(
πR πA

)( 0 iG−1
A

iG−1
R iG−1

K

)(
πR

πA

)
. (3.22)

When we will investigate the energy-spectrum of the NG mode in the next subsection, we

will thus examine the pole of the retarded Green function GR. Then, the unitarity and

conjugate condition for the effective action (3.18) and (3.19) can be rewritten as

S[πR, πA = 0] = 0, (3.23)

S[πR, πA] = −S[πR,−πA]∗, (3.24)

which we will use in the next subsection. We can also put a restriction on the EFT from

the KMS condition. However, since it may or may not emerge in the EFT, we will discuss

this issue after constructing the general effective Lagrangian in the next subsection.

3.2 Effective Lagrangian in open systems

We then construct the EFT for the NG modes in open systems. As we elaborated in

section 2.3, all the microscopic symmetries are doubled in the Schwinger-Keldysh formal-

ism. Corresponding to the nonlinear transformation rules (3.3)–(3.4), the doubled Poincaré

14See [50] for the derivation of the positivity condition.
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symmetry transformations of the doubled NG modes are given by (a = 1, 2)

πa(t,x)→ π′a(t,x) = πa
(
t+ ε0a,x + εa

)
+ ε0a , (3.25)

πa(t,x)→ π′a(t,x) = πa
(
Λ0
a µx

µ,Λia µx
µ
)

+ Λ0
a µx

µ − t , (3.26)

where εa and Λµa ν ∈ SO(1, 3) are transformation parameters for the doubled translations

and Lorentz symmetries. In particular, the open system nature explicitly breaks the dou-

bled symmetries into the diagonal ones: ε1 = ε2 = εR and Λ1 = Λ2 = ΛR. We call these

two the εR- and ΛR-symmetries here and hereafter, while we called the εR-symmetry the

HA symmetry in the previous section. We also parameterize the broken symmetries as

ε1 = −ε2 =
εA
2

and Λ1 = (Λ2)−1 = (ΛA)1/2, and call them the εA- and ΛA-symmetries. In

the RA basis (3.21), the εR-transformations of NG modes are

πR(t,x)→ π′R(t,x) = πR
(
t+ ε0R,x + εR

)
+ ε0R , (3.27)

πA(t,x)→ π′A(t,x) = πA
(
t+ ε0R,x + εR

)
, (3.28)

whereas the ΛR-transformations are given by

πR(t,x)→ π′R(t,x) = πR
(
Λ0
R µx

µ,ΛiR µx
µ
)

+ Λ0
R µx

µ − t , (3.29)

πA(t,x)→ π′A(t,x) = πA
(
Λ0
R µx

µ,ΛiR µx
µ
)
. (3.30)

An important point here is that the πA field linearly transforms under the εR- and ΛR-

symmetries, just as an ordinary matter. In a similar way, we may see that the πR/A
field linearly/nonlinearly transforms under the εA- and ΛA-symmetries (we will provide

the transformation rule in the RA basis explicitly later when necessary). In the following,

we construct and analyze the effective Lagrangian of the doubled NG modes based on this

symmetry structure and the Schwinger-Keldysh conditions summarized in section 3.1.2.

3.2.1 General Lagrangian

As we have just mentioned, the πA field can be thought of as a matter field from the εR- and

ΛR-symmetry viewpoint. Therefore, the general ingredients for the open system effective

action, which respects the εR-and ΛR-symmetry only, are given by

πA, t+ πR and their derivatives, (3.31)

which are invariant under eqs. (3.27)–(3.30) upon an appropriate coordinate transforma-

tion, just as the in-out case. Based on these ingredients, we construct the general La-

grangian consistent with the positivity condition (3.20), the unitarity condition (3.23) and

the conjugate condition (3.24).

πA expansion. Let us first expand the effective Lagrangian in πA as

Leff =

∞∑

n=1

Ln s.t. Ln = O(πnA) , (3.32)

where the Lagrangian starts from the first order terms in πA because of the unitarity

condition (3.23). Also, the conjugate condition (3.24) requires that the operators in Ln
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with an odd (even) n have a real (pure imaginary) constant. As we will see, the leading

order Lagrangian L1 contains the dissipation term and the second order Lagrangian L2

contains the noise term. Typically, πA is associated to quantum and stochastic fluctuations.

For technical simplicity, we take the semiclassical limit ~ → 0 in the following, which

allows us to neglect quantum fluctuations. In this limit, non-Gaussian nature of stochastic

fluctuations will be characterized by the O(π3
A) terms. By assuming that the stochastic

noise is (approximately) Gaussian, we focus on the construction of L1 and L2 only, even

though it is straightforward to extend the construction to higher-order in πA.

An illustrative example for L1. Let us start from the leading order L1. Before con-

sidering the general Lagrangian, it is illustrative to consider the following simple example:

Lsimple
1 = γ0(t+ πR)πA + γ1(t+ πR)(PµP

µ + 1)πA − α1(t+ πR)Pµ∂µπA , (3.33)

where we introduced Pµ = ∂µ(t + πR) = δ0
µ + ∂µπR. Just as the in-out case, the EFT

parameters γ0, γ1 and α1 are functions of t + πR, which have to be real because of the

conjugate condition (3.24). Also, the Lagrangian contains terms linear in π,

Lsimple
1 = γ0(t)πA + α1(t)π̇A +O(π2) , (3.34)

so that we impose the background equation of motion for πA to require γ0 = α′1. The

Lagrangian (3.33) is then reduced to

Lsimple
1 = γ1(t+πR)

(
−2π̇R + (∂µπR)2

)
πA−α1(t+πR)∂µπR∂

µπA−α′1(t+πR)π̇RπA , (3.35)

where we dropped total derivatives. For intuitive understanding of these operators, it is

useful to consider the slow-roll regime, where the EFT parameters α1 and γ1 are constant:

Lsimple
1 = γ1

(
−2π̇R + (∂µπR)2

)
πA − α1∂µπR∂

µπA . (3.36)

As is understood, e.g., from the comparison to eq. (2.15), the α1 term is an ordinary kinetic

term of the NG boson π. On the other hand, the γ1 term contains a dissipation term

π̇RπA. Interestingly, in the time-translational symmetry broken phase of open systems, the

dissipation term may appear without spoiling the boost symmetry, which is nonlinearly

realized by accompanying the cubic interaction term (∂µπR)2πA.

Construction of general L1. We then consider the general L1. Similarly to the in-out

case (3.8), let us restrict ourselves to operators containing πR/A with at most one derivative.

Under this assumption, the general Lagrangian is given by

L1 = Lsimple
1 +

∞∑

n=2

γn(PµPµ + 1)nπA −
∞∑

n=2

αn(PµPµ + 1)n−1Pµ∂µπA , (3.37)

where γn’s and αn’s are real functions of t+ πR. Notice that the terms linear in π appear

only in Lsimple
1 , so that the background equation of motion is the same as before. More
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explicitly, we have

L1 = −α1(t+ πR)∂µπR∂
µπA − α′1(t+ πR)π̇RπA

−
∞∑

n=2

αn(t+ πR)
[
−2π̇R + (∂µπR)2

]n−1
(−π̇A + ∂µπR∂

µπA)

+
∞∑

n=1

γn(t+ πR)
[
−2π̇R + (∂µπR)2

]n
πA . (3.38)

In particular, only the three operators α1, α2, and γ1 provide quadratic terms in π, which

are relevant to the dispersion relation of the NG mode.

Construction of L2. We then move on to the second order term L2. Let us again focus

on the operators containing πR/A with at most one derivative. Under this assumption,

there are four operators relevant to the dispersion relation:

L2 3 i
[
β1π

2
A + β2(∂µπA)2 + β3(Pµ∂µπA)πA + β4(Pµ∂µπA)2

]
, (3.39)

where βi’s are real function of t+ πR. More explicitly, we write

L2 3 i
[
β1(t+ πR)π2

A + β2(t+ πR)(∂µπA)2 + β3(t+ πR)(−π̇A + ∂µπR∂
µπA)πA

+ β4(t+ πR)
(
π̇2
A − 2π̇A∂µπR∂

µπA + (∂µπR∂
µπA)2

)]

= i
[(
β1(t) +

1

2
β′3(t)

)
π2
A + β2(t)(∂µπA)2 + β4(t)π̇2

A +O(π3)
]
, (3.40)

where we dropped total derivatives at the equality. Also notice that the β1 and β3 operators

are degenerate at the quadratic level in π, even though they provide independent higher-

order interaction terms.

Among the three terms in the last line of eq. (3.40), the first term is the ordinary

noise term with a time-dependent coefficient. On the other hand, the other two terms are

higher derivative corrections, which make the noise scale-dependent. In particular, the β4

term breaks the Lorentz symmetry, so that it has to be accompanied by the cubic and

quartic interaction terms to nonlinearly realize the spontaneously broken boost symmetry.

In a similar way, the general operators in L2 can be obtained by multiplying an arbitrary

power of (PµP
µ + 1) = −2π̇R + (∂µπR)2 to the four operators displayed above. These new

operators generate cubic and higher-order interaction terms, hence they are not relevant

to the dispersion relation and also subleading in the weakly coupled regime.

As we mentioned, the conjugate condition (3.24) requires that Ln with an even n

contributes to the imaginary part of the effective action, whose sign is fixed by the positivity

condition (3.20). In the weakly coupled regime, the quadratic terms dominate over the

cubic and higher-order interactions, so that the leading contribution to the imaginary part

is the three quadratic terms in eq. (3.40). Notice here that Ln (n ≥ 3) does not provide

any quadratic term because it contains more than two πA’s by definition. Also, as long

as the derivative expansion works, the first term dominates over the other terms. Under

these assumptions, the positivity condition (3.20) can be stated as β1 − 1
2β
′
3 > 0.
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3.2.2 Low-energy spectrum

We then discuss the dispersion relation in the low-energy regime. To determine the disper-

sion relation, let us focus on the slow-roll regime, where the EFT parameters are treated as

constant and the energy is well-defined. In this regime, the quadratic part of the effective

Lagrangian takes the form,

Leff 3 (α1 − 2α2)π̇Rπ̇A − α1∂iπR∂iπA − 2γ1π̇RπA

+ i
[
β1π

2
A − (β2 − β4)π̇2

A + β2(∂iπA)2
]
, (3.41)

where all the EFT parameters are real constants and β1 > 0 is required by the positivity

condition (3.20). In the low-energy limit, the following operators dominate over the others:

Leff 3 −α1∂iπR∂iπA − 2γ1π̇RπA + iβ1π
2
A ,

where we used

ω � γ1/αi , ω2, k2 � |β1/β2,4| , (3.42)

to drop higher-derivative terms. We will provide a physical interpretation of these two

conditions later, but they are satisfied in any case as long as we consider a sufficiently

low-energy scale. Recalling eq. (3.22), we can extract the dispersion relation for the NG

mode from the pole of the retarded Green function as

− 1

2
α1k

2 + iγ1ω = 0 ⇔ ω = −i α1

2γ1
k2 . (3.43)

Here note that the noise term β1 does not affect the dispersion relation. Interestingly, we

find that the doubled NG modes form a canonical pair and describe a single diffusive mode

with a quadratic dispersion. This is in a sharp contrast to the NG modes in closed systems.

Such a dispersion relation of NG modes in open systems was found earlier in the case of

internal symmetry breaking [51] . The origin of diffusive modes and quadratic dispersion

in our setup is essentially the same as the internal symmetry breaking case discussed there.

3.2.3 Energy scales

Now let us get back to the two conditions (3.42) which we used to take the low-energy limit.

First, the second condition is easy to understand: it simply requires that the derivative

expansion works among the operators generating the noise effects. On the other hand,

the first condition needs some more consideration: as we explained, the γ1 operator is the

dissipation term, whereas the α1 operator is an ordinary kinetic term. Therefore, the first

condition means that the dissipation term dominates over the temporal kinetic term. In

other words, this condition characterizes the energy scale Ediss of the dissipation effects as

Ediss ∼ γ1/α1 . (3.44)

The low-energy limit discussed above may then be stated as ω � Ediss. Let us here recall

that the time-translational symmetry breaking scale ESSB is characterized as

E4
SSB ∼ α1 . (3.45)
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Since the dissipative effects and the symmetry breaking have different origins, the two

scales Ediss and ESSB are generally independent. In particular, if there exists a hierarchy

Ediss � ESSB, there is a scale ω satisfying Ediss � ω � ESSB, where the dissipation effects

are subleading contributions to the NG mode dynamics. Therefore, if we go beyond the

low-energy limit, it becomes important to clarify which operators are associated with the

dissipation effects and more generally specific to open systems.15

Based on this motivation, let us classify our EFT operators. As is understood from

the fact that L2 is pure imaginary, it describes the statistical noise, so that it is specific to

open systems. On the other hand, L1 contains both of operators specific to open systems

and those which may exist also in closed systems. As we discussed in section 2.3, the

latter operators enjoy the εA- and ΛA-symmetry. In particular, the εA time-translational

symmetry transformations of the doubled NG modes are given by setting ε01 = −ε02 = εA/2

in eq. (3.25) as

πR(t,x)→ π′R(t,x) = πR(t,x) +O(~2) , (3.46)

πA(t,x)→ π′A(t,x) = πA(t,x) + π̇R(t,x)εA + εA +O(~3) , (3.47)

where we assigned an ~ to πA and εA. Notice that the truncation at this order is consistent

with the semiclassical limit of the Schwinger-Keldysh action, i.e., the MSR effective action.

We then consider the εA transformation of L1. For simplicity, let us focus on the slow-roll

regime:

L1 =

∞∑

n=1

γn(PµPµ + 1)nπA −
∞∑

n=1

αn(PµPµ + 1)n−1Pµ∂µπA , (3.48)

where αn’s and γn’s are constants. By noting the following transformation property,

δεA(Pµ∂µπA) = εA P
µ∂µ(π̇R + 1) =

1

2
εA ∂t(P

µPµ + 1) , (3.49)

the εA-transformation of L1 can be calculated as

δεAL1 = εA

[ ∞∑

n=1

γn(PµPµ + 1)n(π̇R + 1)−
∞∑

n=1

αn
1

2n
∂t(P

µPµ + 1)n

]
. (3.50)

We find that the αn operators are invariant under the εA time-translation because the

second term is a total derivative.16 We may also show that they enjoy the ΛA-symmetry as

well. Therefore, the αn operators may exist even in closed systems, while the γn operators

are specific to open systems. The corresponding EFT coefficients are then estimated as

αn ∼ E4
SSB , γn ∼ EdissE

4
SSB . (3.51)

Finally, we derive the dispersion relation valid beyond the low-energy limit. Suppose

that there is a hierarchy Ediss � ESSB and there exists an intermediate scale Ediss . ω �
15For the opposite hierarchy, ESSB � ω � Ediss, the EFT description is no longer applicable, and there

simply exist fluctuation and dissipation in the original UV theory.
16If we relax the slow-roll assumption, the εA-invariant operators are given by the choice α′n = −2nγn.
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ESSB, where the low-energy limit result is no more applicable. In this intermediate scale,

the following operators may be the leading operators in the quadratic Lagrangian (3.41):

Leff 3 (α1 − 2α2)π̇Rπ̇A − α1∂iπR∂iπA − 2γ1π̇RπA + iβ1π
2
A

= (α1 − 2α2)

(
π̇Rπ̇A − c2

s∂iπR∂iπA − γπ̇RπA + i
A

2
π2
A

)
, (3.52)

where we dropped higher derivative corrections to the noise terms. We also introduced

c2
s =

α1

α1 − 2α2
, γ =

2γ1

α1 − 2α2
, A =

2β1

α1 − 2α2
, (3.53)

where γ ∼ Ediss and A are the damping coefficient and the noise amplitude, respectively.

Also, cs denotes the propagation speed of the NG mode. The dispersion relation for the

NG mode is then given by

ω2 − c2
sk

2 + iγω = 0 ⇔ ω = − i
2
γ ± i

√
γ2

4
− c2

sk
2 . (3.54)

In the low-energy limit csk � γ ∼ Ediss, we find one gapless and one gapped diffusive

modes:

ω =





−ic
2
s

γ
k2 +O(k4) ,

−iγ + i
c2
s

γ
k2 +O(k4) ,

(3.55)

Note that the gapped mode was not captured in the previous argument because the tem-

poral kinetic term π̇Rπ̇A was neglected by taking the low-energy limit. On the other hand,

at the short-length scale satisfying csk � γ ∼ Ediss, we find two propagating modes with

small dissipation:

ω = ±c|k| − i

2
γ +O(γ2). (3.56)

3.2.4 Restriction to EFT from the dynamical KMS symmetry

As we discussed in section 2.2.2, an additional discrete symmetry called the KMS symmetry

emerges when our system initially stays in a thermal equilibrium state. In the rest of this

subsection we discuss its implication for the low-energy coefficients of the effective action.

KMS transformation. In section 2.2.2 we introduced the dynamical KMS transfor-

mation as a combination of the εA time-translation (3.46)–(3.47) with a pure-imaginary

transformation parameter εA = −iβ (β is the inverse temperature) and the time-reversal

transformation. To identify the KMS transformation of the NG fields, it is convenient to

introduce a condensation field φ with a time-dependent background:

〈φa(t,x)〉 = φ̄(t) , (3.57)

where a = 1, 2 is the label of the doubled fields on the Keldysh contour. The double NG

fields πa (a = 1, 2) may then be embedded as

φa(t,x) = φ̄(t+ πa(t,x)) . (3.58)
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If the condensation field φ has an even time-reversal parity,

φa(t,x)→ φ′a(t,x) = φa(−t,x) (a = 1, 2) , (3.59)

the time-reversal transformation of the NG fields is given by

πa(t,x)→ π′a(t,x) = −2t+ πa(−t,x) (a = 1, 2) . (3.60)

In the RA basis we may rephrase it as

π′R(t,x) = −2t+ πR(−t,x), π′A(t,x) = πA(−t,x). (3.61)

Note that the time-reversal symmetry is nonlinearly realized by the NG fields, essentially

because the time-dependent background generically breaks the time-reversal symmetry.

One can accordingly introduce a dynamical KMS transformation, using the above time-

reversal transformation with the εA time-translation. We again take the semiclassical limit

and work at the MSR action level. Using eqs. (3.46)–(3.47) with the parameter εA = −iβ
and eq. (3.61), we obtain the KMS transformation of the form,

π′R(t,x) = −2t+ πR(−t,x) , π′A(t,x) = πA(−t,x) + iβ
[
∂−tπR(−t,x) + 1

]
, (3.62)

where notice that both of πR and πA are nonlinearly transformed.17

Constraints on the quadratic Lagrangian. We then discuss an optional constraint

resulting from invariance under the dynamical KMS transformation. For illustration, we

focus on the slow-roll regime, where the time-dependence of the EFT coefficients, αn, βn, γn,

is negligible, and demonstrate how the KMS invariance constrain the EFT parameters.

Let us start with the KMS transformation of the second-order Lagrangian (3.52). First,

it is easy to show that the αn operators are invariant under the KMS transformations upon

a coordinate transformation t → −t. Under the KMS transformation and a coordinate

change t→ −t, the dissipation term is transformed as

− γπ̇RπA → γπ̇RπA + 2γπA + 2iγβ(π̇R + 1) + iγβπ̇R(π̇R + 1) , (3.65)

17In the context of dissipative fluids [10] a linear KMS transformation rule,

π′R(t,x) = −πR(−t,x) , π′A(t,x) = −πA(−t,x)− iβ∂−tπR(−t,x) , (3.63)

is often employed rather than the nonlinear one (3.62). In this context, the condensation field φ has an

odd parity and has a slow-roll type background 〈φa(x)〉 = vt with a constant v. From the embedding

φa(t,x) = v(t + πa(t,x)) and the time-reversal transformation φa(t,x) → φ′a(t,x) = −φa(−t,x), the

dynamical KMS transformation rule of the NG fields follows as

π′R(t,x) = −πR(−t,x) , π′A(t,x) = −πA(−t,x)− iβ
[
∂−tπR(−t,x) + 1

]
, (3.64)

where note that πR transforms linearly, but πA nonlinearly at this stage. Furthermore, in dissipative fluids,

the shift symmetry of πA is imposed to realize the energy conservation of the full system. As a result, the

nonlinear transformation (3.64) may be reduced to the linear one (3.63) accompanied by an appropriate

constant shift of πA. In this way, the existence of extra symmetries is crucial to have a linearly realized KMS

symmetry. Since our paper is considering more generic setups for time-translational symmetry breaking,

we employed the nonlinearly realized one (3.62) in contrast to the dissipative fluid case.
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whereas the fluctuation term is transformed as

i
A

2
π2
A → i

A

2
π2
A −Aβ(π̇R + 1)πA − i

Aβ2

2
(π̇R + 1)2 . (3.66)

Therefore, the second-order Lagrangian (3.52) becomes invariant under the KMS transfor-

mations (3.62) up to total derivatives, if the damping coefficient γ and the noise amplitude

A satisfy the relation:

A =
2γ

β
, (3.67)

which is nothing but the fluctuation-dissipation relation (FDR). Since A > 0 is required by

the positivity condition (3.20), it turns out that the damping coefficient is positive γ > 0

if the FDR is satisfied.

Beyond the quadratic level. We then incorporate the interaction terms. A nontrivial

point here is that the dissipation term π̇RπA has to be accompanied by the cubic interaction

πA(∂µπR)2 as long as we respect the (nonlinearly realized) boost symmetry. It is easy to

see that this cubic term πA(∂µπR)2 is not invariant under the KMS transformation, even if

the FDR is satisfied. As long as we know, there is no set of EFT parameters which respects

both of the boost and the dynamical KMS symmetries. This is not so surprising because

the finite temperature effects break the boost symmetry. Indeed, if we give up the boost

symmetry (while respecting the nonlinearly realized time-translation), we may use δ0
µ in the

construction of effective Lagrangian. For example, we may introduce the dissipation term,

γ̃1

[
δ0
µ∂

µ(t+ πR)πA + πA
]

= −γ̃1π̇RπA , (3.68)

without cubic interactions (we denoted the EFT coefficient by γ̃1). This operator gives a

dynamical KMS invariant Lagrangian with the FDR.

3.3 Model analysis

The model. At the end of this section, we consider a simple UV model composed of

a single-component scalar φ to illustrate the relation between the low-energy coefficients

of the EFT and information on the UV theory. Taking into account a possible environ-

ment coupled to the scalar φ, we start with the following Schwinger-Keldysh action in the

semiclassical limit:

S[φR, φA] =

∫
d4x

[
φA

(
�φR − V ′(φR)− γ∂tφR

)
+
iA

2
φ2
A

]
, (3.69)

where the first two terms correspond to the closed system action with a canonical kinetic

term and a potential V (φ). The last two terms denote the noise and dissipation terms. This

model accommodates essentially the same symmetry structure as the Brownian particle

system in the previous section: for arbitrary values of γ and A, the action enjoys the εR
time-translational symmetry,

φR(t,x)
εR−→ φ′R(t,x) = φR(t+ εR,x) ,

φA(t,x)
εR−→ φ′A(t,x) = φA(t+ εR,x) . (3.70)
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If there are no noise and dissipation, i.e., γ = A = 0, there exists a symmetry enhancement,

and the action also enjoys symmetry under the εA time-translation given by

φR(t,x)
εA−→ φ′R(t,x) = φR(t,x) ,

φA(t,x)
εA−→ φ′A(t,x) = φA(t,x) + φ̇R(t,x)εA . (3.71)

Note that the Lorentz symmetry is explicitly broken by the dissipation term.

Symmetry breaking. We then discuss time-translational symmetry breaking in this

model and derive the effective Lagrangian for the NG fields. Let us suppose that the scalar

field has a time-dependent background,

〈φR(t,x)〉 = φ̄(t) , 〈φA(t,x)〉 = 0 , (3.72)

where φ̄(t) is a spatially homogeneous solution of the equation of motion,18

¨̄φ+ γ ˙̄φ+ V ′(φ̄) = 0 . (3.73)

The background then breaks both of the εR and εA time-translational symmetries. More

explicitly, the background of φR transforms under the εR-transformation as

〈φR(t,x)〉 = φ̄(t)
εR−→ 〈φ′R(t,x)〉 = 〈φR(t+ εR,x)〉 = φ̄(t+ εR) , (3.74)

and the background of φA transforms under the εA-transformation as

〈φA(t,x)〉 = 0
εA−→ 〈φ′A(t,x)〉 = 〈φA(t,x) + φ̇R(t,x)εA〉 = ˙̄φ(t)εA . (3.75)

We therefore have two NG fields if γ = A = 0, while one of the two becomes a pseudo

NG field in the presence of fluctuation and dissipation. By promoting the transformation

parameters εR and εA in eq. (3.74) to local fields πR(x) and πA(x), NG fields can be

embedded into the original fields φR and φA as

φR(t,x) = φ̄
(
t+ πR(t,x)

)
, φA(t,x) = ˙̄φ

(
t+ πR(t,x)

)
πA(t,x) . (3.76)

As we already discussed in the previous subsection, the transformation rule of the two NG

fields is given by eqs. (3.27)–(3.28) and eqs. (3.46)–(3.47).

Action of the NG fields. The action for the NG fields can be obtained by substituting

the relations (3.76) into the original action (3.69):

S[φR, φA] =

∫
d4x

[
˙̄φπA

(
˙̄φ�πR + ¨̄φ (−2π̇R + ∂µπR∂

µπR)− γ ˙̄φ π̇R

)
+
iA

2
˙̄φ2π2

A

]
, (3.77)

18Recall that the slow-roll limit is the regime where the scalar field has an approximately constant velocity
˙̄φ and ¨̄φ is negligible (see also footnote 12). In the present setup, it corresponds to the situation where the

friction due to γ balances with the gradient of the potential. Later, we will see that the EFT coefficients

given in eq. (3.80) are indeed constant in this limit.
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where the arguments of φ̄ and derivatives are t + πR. We also used the equation of mo-

tion (3.73). By performing a partial integral, we may rewrite it as

S[φR, φA] =

∫
d4x

[
− ˙̄φ2∂µπR∂

µπA − ¨̄φ ˙̄φ (∂µπR∂
µπR)πA − γ ˙̄φ2π̇RπA +

iA

2
˙̄φ2π2

A

]
. (3.78)

As we mentioned, our original setup (3.69) explicitly breaks the Lorentz symmetry. We

therefore need to add a Lorentz symmetry breaking operator (3.68) into the effective La-

grangian (3.38)–(3.39) in order to embed our model into the EFT framework:

Leff = −α1∂µπR∂
µπA − α′1π̇RπA + γ1(−2π̇R + ∂µπR∂

µπR)πA + iβ1π
2
A − γ̃1π̇RπA , (3.79)

where the first three terms are the leading order terms in the αn, γn, and βn sectors and

the last term is the Lorentz symmetry breaking operator (3.68) introduced in section 3.2.4.

By comparing eq. (3.78) and eq. (3.79), the low-energy coefficients read

α1(t+ πR) = ˙̄φ2(t+ πR), γ̃1(t+ πR) = γ ˙̄φ2(t+ πR),

γ1(t+ πR) = − ˙̄φ ¨̄φ(t+ πR), β1(t+ πR) =
A

2
˙̄φ2(t+ πR) , (3.80)

where we observe that the coefficient α1 of the kinetic term is directly related to the order

parameter ˙̄φ. This model satisfies α′1 = −2γ1, so that the first three terms in eq. (3.79)

are invariant under the εA- and ΛA-symmetries (see footnote 16). We also notice that the

EFT coefficients are constant in the slow-roll limit ¨̄φ = 0. In particular γ1 = 0 and hence

the source of dissipation in this model is the Lorentz symmetry breaking term γ̃1. The

derivation of the dispersion relation and the fluctuation-dissipation relation with dynamical

KMS symmetry can be performed in the same way as the previous subsection.

4 Summary and outlook

In this paper, we formulated a general way to construct the effective field theory associ-

ated with time-translational symmetry breaking for nonequilibrium open systems. After

introducing basic concepts such as a weak criterion of time-translational SSB by using

the simplest example of the Brownian motion, we laid out a solid basis to construct the

EFT for general situations based on the doubled time-translational symmetry structure in

the Schwinger-Keldysh formalism. The resulting EFT enables us to obtain the dispersion

relations for the corresponding NG mode and gapped mode for open systems. After con-

structing the most general effective Lagrangian, we also discussed a nontrivial restriction

to low-energy (Wilson) coefficients coming from the dynamical KMS symmetry, which is

regarded as a remnant of thermal properties of systems.

There are diverse nonequilibrium systems — in cosmology, condensed-matter physics

and chemical and possibly biological or economic systems — where our formulation is

applicable. One promising application is to construct the open system EFT for the inflation

in the early universe. Even though we focus on the flat space dynamics in this paper, it

will be straightforward to extend our argument to curved spacetimes. It will be useful to

probe the hidden sector particles during the inflation epoch as a complementary approach
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to the so-called cosmological collider physics program [15–18]. It will also provide a model

independent framework, e.g., for the stochastic inflation [52] and the warm inflation [53].

Another interesting direction is the application to condensed-matter physics such as

the cold-atomic systems. In fact, it has been recently pointed out that there exist a

nonequilibrium phase transition and corresponding novel symmetry broken phase in driven-

dissipative cold-atomic systems [21–23]. One interesting point is that some models show the

time-dependent condensate, which can be regarded as the spontaneous symmetry break-

ing of time-translational symmetry in a strong sense (See footnote 5 for our weak and

strong criterion for SSB). However, we note that if we have e.g. the oscillating conden-

sate associated with U(1) symmetry, that state remains symmetric under the combination

of time-translation and global U(1) transformation. Then, we can regard that symmetry

breaking in terms of U(1) symmetry breaking or the time-translation symmetry breaking.

We thus need to clarify which description is better way to describe such systems.

Also, there is a possibility to apply our formalism to chemical or biological systems.

Indeed, there are a lot of open nonequilibrium systems such as the Belousov-Zhabotinsky

reaction that shows synchronization phenomena. Again, this can be regarded as the time-

translational symmetry breaking. In order to derive the slow, or low-energy dynamics of

systems, the so-called singular perturbation method has been traditionally used [19, 20].

Although our formulation based on the effective Lagrangian and the singular perturbation

method looks different, the basic philosophy to focus on the phase dynamics is shared.

Therefore, it may be interesting not only to apply our formalism but also to see the relation

with the conventional method to treat the synchronization phenomena.
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A Derivation of mixing terms from environment

In this appendix, starting from the microscopic total Lagrangian (2.47) with (2.48), we re-

view how to derive mixing terms in eq. (2.49), which represent fluctuation and dissipation

originated from couplings with environments (See, e.g., [54] for a detailed discussion). For

notational simplicity, we rescale X → M−1/2X and xn → m
−1/2
n xn, and correspondingly

gn → m
1/2
n M1/2gn, to use canonically normalized variables throughout this section. We

first consider the simplest situation where the environment is composed of one harmonic os-

cillator, and later generalize the discussion into multi oscillator situation. For that purpose,

we here assume that the environment is thermalized at initial time t0.
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As is usual for the Schwinger-Keldysh formalism [54, 55], we first introduce a function

t = z(v) which parametrizes the closed-time-path (CTP) contour C =
⋃
aCa (a = 1, · · · , 4).

Here v is taken as a monotonically increasing real parameter and σ denotes a parameter

which determines the imaginary-time position of the backward path C2 (See the left in

figure 3). Then, we define the step function and the δ function on the CTP contour C as

θC(t− t′) ≡ θ(v − v′), (A.1)

δC(t− t′) ≡ d

dt
θC(t− t′) =

(
dz

dv

)−1

δ(v − v′), (A.2)

where θ(v − v′) and δ(t − t′) are the usual step function and δ function. With the help

of these, we introduce the 2-point real-time Green functions between the environment

oscillator as

GC(t− t′) ≡ 〈TC
(
x̂(t)x̂(t′)

)
〉eq

= θC(t− t′)〈x̂(t)x̂(t′)〉eq + θC(t′ − t)〈x̂(t′)x̂(t)〉eq

= θC(t− t′)G>(t− t′) + θC(t′ − t)G<(t− t′),
(A.3)

where TC denotes the time-ordered product on the CTP contour C, and the angle bracket

for an arbitrary operator Ô does the thermal average:

〈Ô〉eq ≡ Tr
(
ρ̂eqÔ

)
with ρ̂eq ≡

1

Z
e−βĤenv and Ĥenv ≡

p̂2

2
+

1

2
ω2

0x̂
2, (A.4)

and β being the inverse temperature of the environment. In the last line of eq. (A.3), we

introduced the following greater and lesser Green functions:

G>(t− t′) ≡ 〈x̂(t)x̂(t′)〉eq, G<(t− t′) ≡ 〈x̂(t′)x̂(t)〉eq, (A.5)

which, due to the initial thermal ensemble, satisfy the KMS (Kubo-Martin-Schwinger)

condition:

G>(t− t′) = G<(t− t′ + iβ). (A.6)

Thanks to the KMS condition, the greater/lesser Green functions in the Fourier space can

be expressed as

G>(ω) =
(
1 + nB(ω)

)
ρ(ω), G<(ω) = nB(ω)ρ(ω), (A.7)

where we introduced the spectral function ρ(ω) and the Bose-Einstein distribution nB(ω)

as follows:

ρ(ω) ≡ G>(ω)−G<(ω), nB(ω) ≡ 1

eβω − 1
. (A.8)

In the following calculation, we will use the concrete form of the spectral function for the

harmonic oscillator ρ(ω) = 2π sgn(ω)δ(ω2 − ω2
0) with sgn(x) being the sign function.

To obtain the effective action for the system Seff [X1, X2], we first take our initial time

to the past infinity t0 → −∞ and choose the parameter σ = ε� 1 (See the right figure in

figure 3). This considerably simplifies our problem because we only need to consider the
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X1, �1

X2, �2

Re t

Im t
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<latexit sha1_base64="woZXYHjOJn4IwDhXUcHRHya53+o=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="woZXYHjOJn4IwDhXUcHRHya53+o=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="woZXYHjOJn4IwDhXUcHRHya53+o=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="woZXYHjOJn4IwDhXUcHRHya53+o=">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</latexit>

C1
<latexit sha1_base64="TBIxCbD0Xq4o7uvtEMBJRF7naNc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TBIxCbD0Xq4o7uvtEMBJRF7naNc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TBIxCbD0Xq4o7uvtEMBJRF7naNc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TBIxCbD0Xq4o7uvtEMBJRF7naNc=">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</latexit>

C2
<latexit sha1_base64="DaiIOA1zxGcBU7S9oJsEL7Hsi5o=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DaiIOA1zxGcBU7S9oJsEL7Hsi5o=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DaiIOA1zxGcBU7S9oJsEL7Hsi5o=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DaiIOA1zxGcBU7S9oJsEL7Hsi5o=">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</latexit>

C3
<latexit sha1_base64="DCHWEWkpuu80XblBS6w0jJ8N3uU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DCHWEWkpuu80XblBS6w0jJ8N3uU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DCHWEWkpuu80XblBS6w0jJ8N3uU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DCHWEWkpuu80XblBS6w0jJ8N3uU=">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</latexit>

C4
<latexit sha1_base64="chfzVOPq49aAtdj7+U7tuMmP/uE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="chfzVOPq49aAtdj7+U7tuMmP/uE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="chfzVOPq49aAtdj7+U7tuMmP/uE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="chfzVOPq49aAtdj7+U7tuMmP/uE=">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</latexit>

t
<latexit sha1_base64="LeLXlDbLKpZnfvPFGShzzQ4pDFc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LeLXlDbLKpZnfvPFGShzzQ4pDFc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LeLXlDbLKpZnfvPFGShzzQ4pDFc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LeLXlDbLKpZnfvPFGShzzQ4pDFc=">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</latexit>

C1
<latexit sha1_base64="TBIxCbD0Xq4o7uvtEMBJRF7naNc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TBIxCbD0Xq4o7uvtEMBJRF7naNc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TBIxCbD0Xq4o7uvtEMBJRF7naNc=">AAAChHichVG7SgNBFD1ZNcb4SNRGsBFDxELCXR8oFiLYWGpiVNAQdtdJXLIvdieBGPwBwVYLKwULsfcHbPwBCz9BLBVsLLxZF0RFvcPMnDlzz50zXN2zzEASPcSUjs6ueHeiJ9nb1z+QSg8ObQZu3TdE0XAt19/WtUBYpiOK0pSW2PZ8odm6Jbb02kr7fqsh/MB0nQ3Z9ETJ1qqOWTENTTJVWCmr5XSGchTG2E+gRiCDKNbc9A12sQcXBuqwIeBAMragIeCxAxUEj7kSWsz5jMzwXuAQSdbWOUtwhsZsjdcqn3Yi1uFzu2YQqg1+xeLps3IMWbqnK3qmO7qmR3r7tVYrrNH20uRd/9AKr5w6Gim8/quyeZfY/1T96VmigoXQq8nevZBp/8L40DcOTp8Li/lsa4Iu6In9n9MD3fIPnMaLcbku8md/+NHZyyG3R/3ejJ9gczqnUk5dn80sz0WNSmAU45jkbsxjGatYQ5GrV3GME5wqcWVKmVGiXCUWaYbxJZSld9I0kDw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TBIxCbD0Xq4o7uvtEMBJRF7naNc=">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</latexit>

C2
<latexit sha1_base64="DaiIOA1zxGcBU7S9oJsEL7Hsi5o=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DaiIOA1zxGcBU7S9oJsEL7Hsi5o=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DaiIOA1zxGcBU7S9oJsEL7Hsi5o=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DaiIOA1zxGcBU7S9oJsEL7Hsi5o=">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</latexit>

(
t0 ! �1
� = ✏ ⌧ 1

<latexit sha1_base64="MWOw0I2IrKkx7Ym5Qwmp0Bgk4wo=">AAAC0HichVExSxxBFH6uMdHVxFMbIc2Qw5Amx1sJJAgBwcYmoGdOBUeO3XXuMtzs7LIzd+Q8RGz9AylSRbAQy4B/wCZ/IMW1WoWUBmxS5O3eQlCJecvufPPN+779hhckShqL2B9yhh+MPHw0OuaOTzx+Mlmaml43cTsNRS2MVZxuBr4RSmpRs9IqsZmkwo8CJTaC1lJ2vtERqZGxfm+7idiO/KaWDRn6lqh66R0PRFPqXkgeZs9lts6QcRuzl4xL3bBdxjlzGRU3shn57C3jIjFSxZpxpZjHXC70TqGvl8pYwbzYXeAVoAxFrcSlM+CwAzGE0IYIBGiwhBX4YOjZAg8QEuK2oUdcSkjm5wL2wCVtm7oEdfjEtujbpN1WwWraZ54mV4f0F0VvSkoGc/gdT/AKv+Ep/sDf//Tq5R5Zli6twUArkvrk4eza9X9VEa0WPvxV3ZvZQgPe5FklZU9yJrtFONB3dj9drS1U53rP8Qh/Uv4v2MdzuoHu/AqPV0X18z15AsqSjce7PYy7YH2+4mHFW31VXpwvBjUKT+EZvKBpvIZFWIYVqJH7V+jDBVw6Veejs+8cDFqdoUIzAzfKOfwDo4OrrQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MWOw0I2IrKkx7Ym5Qwmp0Bgk4wo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MWOw0I2IrKkx7Ym5Qwmp0Bgk4wo=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MWOw0I2IrKkx7Ym5Qwmp0Bgk4wo=">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</latexit>

t ! 1
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Figure 3. Starting from the general closed-time-path (CTP) contour C for the initially thermalized

system (left figure), we choose the limit (right figure) in which the initial time is taken as the past

infinity (t0 → −∞) and the forward and backward paths are laid to overlap each other (σ = ε� 1).

In this limit, we only need to consider the Green function between the variables on the forward and

the backward paths expressed by (X1, σ1) and (X2, σ2), respectively.

correlations between variables on the forward and backward contours C12 ≡ C1∪C2. Since

our action only contains terms linear and quadratic in the environment x, the effective

action Seff [X1, X2] may easily be calculated as

iSeff [X1, X2] = i

∫ ∞

−∞
dt
(
Lsys(X1)− Lsys(X2)

)
(A.9)

− g2

2

∫ ∞

−∞
dt

∫ ∞

−∞
dt′
(
X1(t) −X2(t)

)(G11(t− t′) G12(t− t′)
G21(t− t′) G22(t− t′)

)(
X1(t′)

−X2(t′)

)
.

where we introduced the following set of Green functions:

G11(t− t′) = θ(t− t′)G>(t− t′) + θ(t′ − t)G<(t− t′),
G12(t− t′) = G<(t− t′),
G21(t− t′) = G>(t− t′),
G22(t− t′) = θ(t′ − t)G>(t− t′) + θ(t− t′)G<(t− t′).

(A.10)

Then, using ρ(ω) = 2π sgn(ω)δ(ω2− ω2
0), we obtain an explicit form of all Green functions

in the Fourier space as

G11(ω;ω2
0) =

i

ω2 − ω2
0 + iε

+ 2πnB(|ω|)δ(ω2 − ω2
0)

= P

(
i

ω2 − ω2
0

)
+ 2πsgn(ω)δ(ω2 − ω2

0)

(
1

2
+ nB(ω)

)
,

G12(ω;ω2
0) = 2π sgn(ω)δ(ω2 − ω2

0)nB(ω),

G21(ω;ω2
0) = 2π sgn(ω)δ(ω2 − ω2

0)
(
1 + nB(ω)

)
,

G22(ω;ω2
0) =

(
G11(ω;ω0)

)∗
,

(A.11)

where P denotes a principal value and we explicitly wrote the ω0-dependence for later

purpose. These expressions enable us to obtain the mixing terms between X1 and X2 in
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the effective action for the system (A.9). Note that they appear as a direct consequence of

the integrating out, or coarse-graining procedure of the environment.

We finally generalize our single harmonic oscillator result (A.11) to the multi harmonic

oscillator case. It can be easily performed by the replacement,

g2Gab(ω;ω2
0)→ Gab(ω) ≡

N∑

n=1

g2
nGab(ω;ω2

n) , (A.12)

which characterizes the environment effects on the Brownian particle dynamics at each

scale ω. Especially when we are interested in the large N limit, or in other words the

continuous spectrum, it is convenient to introduce a weight function J(ω2
0) such that

Gab(ω) ≡ 1

2π

∫ Λ2

0
dω2

0J(ω2
0)Gab(ω;ω2

0), (A.13)

where we introduced a cutoff scale Λ for the environment distribution. Since the harmonic

oscillator with a high frequency ω0 � T is not thermally excited very much, its effect on

the Brownian particle dynamics will be negligible. Let us therefore assume that Λ ∼ T .

From now on, let us focus on the small frequency range compared to the temperature

scale ω � T and suppose that the weight function takes the form,

sgn (ω)J(ω2) = 2γω
[
1 +O

(
ω2

Λ2

)]
, (A.14)

where note that sgn (ω)J(ω2) is an odd function of ω, hence the leading order is a linear

term as long as it is finite at ω = 0. We set the coefficient of the linear term to be 2γ (> 0),

which has a mass dimension one (the factor 2 is for later convenience). The environment

described by this weight function is known as the Ohmic bath [43]. In this case, we can

perform ω2
0 integration in eq. (A.13) and obtain

G11(ω) ' γ(−iC + 2T ) ,

G12(ω) ' γ(−ω + 2T ) ,

G21(ω) ' γ(ω + 2T ) ,

G22(ω) ' γ(iC + 2T ) ,

(A.15)

where we introduced C = 2Λ/π and dropped higher-order terms in the ω/T expansion. In

the real-time coordinate, we have

G11(t, t′) ' γδ(t− t′) (−iC + 2T ) ,

G12(t, t′) ' γδ(t− t′) (−i∂t′ + 2T ) ,

G21(t, t′) ' γδ(t− t′) (i∂t′ + 2T ) ,

G22(t, t′) ' γδ(t− t′) (iC + 2T ) .

(A.16)

We eventually obtain the effective action (A.9) as

iSeff [X1, X2] = i

∫ ∞

−∞
dt
(
Lsys(X1)− Lsys(X2)

)

− 1

2

∫ ∞

−∞
dt
[
iγ
(
X1Ẋ2 − Ẋ1X2

)
+ 2γT

(
X2

1 +X2
2 − 2X1X2

)]
, (A.17)
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where we absorbed the constant C into the potential V (X) of the Brownian particle by

renormalization. This gives the effective action (2.49) after the rescaling X →M1/2X.

Open Access. This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons

Attribution License (CC-BY 4.0), which permits any use, distribution and reproduction in

any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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